Request Letter for opening of Import Letter of Credit
(On letter head of the company)

Dated: _________________
To,
The Manager
YES Bank Ltd.,
Branch address
________________________,
Dear Sir/Madam,
We wish to import the following commodities / goods as part of our raw material / capital goods requirement.
Commodity __________________________
IE Code No. __________________________
We hereby request you to establish import letter of credit as per application enclosed. :We request you to debit charges and / or margin to our Cash Credit Account / Current Account No
___________________ along with your charges.
Tick whichever is applicable.
[ ] The letter of credit is to be established against our sanctioned limit of Rs_______________________
OR
[ ] The letter of credit is against full cash margin provided by us _________________________________
Documents enclosed:1. Signed letter of credit application.
2. Copy of Performa invoice / purchase order or contract / agreement copy
3. Insurance copy (If applicable)
4. Import license (if applicable)
Declaration – cum – Undertaking:
The goods imported/being imported by us are not covered under Negative list of imports as per prevailing FTP as
revised from time to time.
We are eligible to import the above mentioned goods under the prevailing FTP in Place. The said goods
imported/being imported by us are not restricted for import through specific licensing under the above mentioned
policy and amendments.
I/We hereby declare that the transaction the details of which are specifically mentioned in this request letter does not
involve, and is not designed for the purpose of any contravention or evasion of the provisions of the FEMA Act 1999
or of any rules, regulation, notification, direction or order made there under. I /We also hereby agree and undertake
to give such information/documents as will reasonably satisfy you about this transaction in terms of the above
declaration. I/We also understand that if I/We refuse to comply with any such requirement or make only
unsatisfactory compliance therewith, the bank shall refuse in writing to undertake the transaction and shall if it has
reason to believe that any contravention/evasion is contemplated by me/us report the matter to Reserve Bank of
India.. I/We further declare that the undersigned has/have the authority to give this declaration and undertaking on
behalf of the company.
I/we also declare that the transaction does not have linkage with any Specially Designated Nationals and Blocked
Persons (SDN)/countries listed under OFAC in any manner. If the transaction involves linkage with any Specially
Designated Nationals and Blocked Persons (SDN)/countries listed under OFAC in any manner, I/we undertake not
to hold YES Bank Limited responsible for any of its action or inaction in respect of the OFAC-linked transactions.
Note – Default GST registration details as updated in the Bank records will be considered for the said request. In case
the no. to be considered is different, please notify below.
GSTIN Registration no.

Yours faithfully,
Authorized Signatory
Company Stamp / Seal

Date: _________________
Place: _________________

Guidelines /checklist for the applicant for ensuring speedy & error free LC issuance 1.

LC request letter & LC application form to be signed on all pages by authorized signatory/ies of the
company.

2.
3.

Ensure that all columns are filled and complete in the LC application form.
Declaration cum undertaking is required under sec.10 (5), chapter III of FEMA (1999), mentioned in the
request letter.
4. Terms and conditions mentioned in Proforma invoice issued by the supplier, and agreed by you as per your
purchase order should match, should not be contrary to what is mentioned in LC application.
5. Please note that if usance period under the LC is more than 180 days from the date of shipment, the relevant
TC form to be enclosed.
6. Wherever the commodity to be imported is covered under negative list, original import license to be
produced to the bank for endorsement purpose
7. Insurance policy should be assigned in favour of YES Bank and should be for minimum 110% of CIF value
providing coverage from beneficiary warehouse to applicant warehouse.
8. Open policy declaration to be provided in case insurance is covered by the applicant.
9. For LC application above equivalent of USD 1 million, satisfactory status report on the supplier is required
from their banker’s or D&B.
10. Supplier’s and buyer’s credit including usance period of LC opened for gold, platinum, palladium, silver
and rhodium should not exceed 90 days from date of shipment..

